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How Cragun’s Resort Put
a Stop to Carpet Snags

Expanded Technologies Clear Sleeve Sliders
The Problem – Carpet Snags
“Cragun’s Resort and Hotel is a premier lodging and event space
located on Gull Lake in Minnesota. We have several large and
midsize conference rooms where people can host conventions,
weddings, or other events. Recently, we held a staff meeting
in one of our remodeled flagship event rooms, when I looked
down and realized the new furniture was snagging the carpet.
I needed to find something to put on the chairs to stop them
from damaging the carpet, but I didn’t know what that was. I was
familiar with Expanded Technologies because we use their Floor
Saver® products throughout our property, so I gave them a call to
see if they had anything that could help.”

The Solution – Expanded Technologies’
Clear Sleeve™ Sliders
“Clear Sleeve™ Sliders from Expanded Technologies were the
perfect solution. Bret was really helpful in identifying something
that met our needs, and he quickly shipped them out to us. The

Clear Sleeve™ Sliders were very easy to install. I actually put them
on myself in every conference room we have, and I didn’t have to
bother our maintenance department to do it.”

The Results – Reduced Wear and Tear
“From the moment the Clear Sleeve™ Sliders were installed, you
could feel the difference. Now, our chairs easily slide across the
room without causing any snagging or damage to the carpeting
or floors. Since we won’t have to repair or replace the carpet
as frequently, the Clear Sleeve™ Sliders will absolutely save us
money in the long run. On top of protecting the carpet, they
also are going to prevent our chairs from wearing down. I expect
they’ll last a long time too—I can't even imagine what could ruin
these things.
“I’m a believer in Expanded Technologies’ Clear Sleeve™ Sliders,
and I would absolutely recommend them to anybody.”
—Beth McGarry, Facilities Improvement Manager
Cragun’s Resort and Hotel
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